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SDCI at a Glance
Director - Nathan Torgelson
Budget - $99,106,360
Staff - 430
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About Us
The Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) is
responsible for the regulatory and compliance functions related to
building and land use activities in Seattle. We are responsible for
developing and administering 17 policies and codes that cover public
safety, environmental protection, land use, construction, and housing.
We have an annual budget of $96 million and 430 employees. You can
find us online at www.seattle.gov/SDCI.
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SDCI Director
Nathan Torgelson
Mayor Harrell has asked every department to improve
our relationship with the business community and
our customers. We will work proactively with our
homebuilders and with builders that are seeking
permits that will result in future jobs and economic
stimulus for small businesses and our city. My
commitment is to carry out the Mayor’s vision of One
Seattle; a Seattle where we embrace our differences
and celebrate our commonality. SDCI is here to serve
the residents, employees, permit applicants, tenants,
and landlords of Seattle.
SDCI is committed to an anti-racist work environment.
We made strides in 2021 by creating an SDCI Antiracism
Taskforce and continuing the critical work of the City’s
Race and Social Justice Initiative. We implemented pay
equity in SDCI for non-represented positions through
a commitment to provide equal compensation for
work in the same classification. Data showed that
there were disparate impacts for BIPOC and female
identifying employees in pay in these positions. We
have started forums for BIPOC employees and for white
allies to discuss how we can advance an anti-racist
work environment. The pandemic and the civil rights
reckoning has been a wakeup call and has given us a
platform to advance this work with focused purpose.
During the pandemic, the Accela online permitting
platform has allowed us to seamlessly accept, review,
and issue permits with so many staff working remotely.
SDCI continues to make improvements to be more
customer service friendly using a virtual format. In
December 2021 SDCI launched a pilot virtual Applicant
Services Center, where members of the public and
applicants can live-chat with a staff member and talk
to a live person online to help answer questions and
resolve permit issues. Our goal is to replicate online all
services that were physically provided on the 20th floor
of the Seattle Municipal Tower. We know that some
members of the public do not have online resources,
and we continue to explore how in-person services
at the Seattle Municipal Tower will be provided post
COVID. Our Design Review board and public meetings
continue to be virtual, which allow you to comment

I am honored to serve as the director of
the Seattle Department of Construction
and Inspections under the leadership of
Mayor Bruce Harrell leading into 2022.
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and follow specific projects from the comfort of your
homes. We are exploring how public meetings can
continue to be virtual post pandemic while allowing
online access in public venues for members of our
community who do not have access in their homes.

Our staff continues to prioritize permits, and to work
on permitting solutions for Seattle’s most vulnerable
communities and their housing options. We are
implementing the citywide Mandatory Housing
Affordability (MHA) ordinance which is providing
thousands of affordable housing units. There was
great attendance at our virtual Home Fair events
in early 2021. We held information sessions on
earthquake preparedness and retrofitting, how to
permit accessory and detached accessory dwelling
units, and landslide awareness. We also continue
extensive outreach to the tenant and landlord
communities.

I encourage you to explore our Shaping Seattle
website which now includes properties registered
under our Rental Registration and Inspection
Ordinance program, in addition to code compliance
cases and all active development projects in Seattle including Design Review projects.
Our staff continue to be busy. 2021 was the 9th
consecutive year of high permitting volumes,
inspection requests, code compliance cases, and
inquiries from the public, despite the pandemic. In
2021, we issued 53,854 permits, with over 6,080
building permit applications valued at $4.4 billion,
and issuance of $4 billion worth of building permits.
We received 506 Master Use Permit applications and
issued 582. The net number of housing units added
stayed strong at 8,756, an increase from 2020.
At SDCI, we work on projects both large and small.
Projects, like the Climate Pledge Arena at the Seattle
Center, and the transformation of the Northgate Mall
site to a mixed-use development with 1,000 plus
units of housing, retail, offices, and the new National
Hockey League (NHL) practice facility will change the
landscape of our city. We also adopted 10 standard
plans for detached accessory dwelling units (DADUs)
which shorten the permitting time to two to six
weeks.

Our Renting in Seattle (RIS) staff trained hundreds of
landlords, tenants, and outreach providers on our
regulations, services, and the eviction moratorium.
Our staff also stayed in touch with tenants and
landlords through our phone line (206) 684- 5700
and website. We have updated our translated critical
life-safety materials into 13 written and 12 spoken
languages. We’ve also translated other important
information for the community into 7 written and
6 spoken languages. We continue to operate our
vacant building monitoring program. We conducted
4,941 inspections (353 RRIO inspections and
4,588 Code Compliance Inspections) in 2021. We
performed 68 clean-up and closure actions in 2021.
We look forward to serving you in 2022.
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City Of Seattle Mayor

Bruce Harrell
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I entered office in 2022 with a commitment to a new
approach – to a vision of One Seattle – defined by a
commitment to listen to and work with one another
toward shared goals rooted in urgency and action.

The North Link light rail service also began in
October, allowing high-capacity mass transit to
extend from the University District, Roosevelt, and
into Northgate. And the timing couldn’t have been
better.

All of us have much more in common than we are
often told. Let’s build on this spirit of unity. That
concept should be our baseline; not the proposition
that we are perpetually divided. That’s how we built
the Space Needle; cleaned up Lake Washington;
how we created libraries and parks; and how Seattle
became one of the most desirable American cities to
live in.

Northgate, an urban center, is finally seeing the
new housing envisioned by the Comprehensive
Plan. Northgate Mall not only incorporated the new
Kraken Community Iceplex but is also redeveloping
from the suburban retail model to a true mixeduse destination, including over 1,000 units of new
housing.

One Seattle means a renewed focus on good
governance and tangible progress.

As we come out of the COVID pandemic and begin
recovery, Seattle can and will be so much more. This
is my core belief and will be the driving principle
behind our administration.

It seems like every day I hear stories of longtime small
businesses closing their doors for good or leaving our
city; of families forever changed because of senseless
Our COVID recovery must focus on the most
tragedy driven by gun violence
impacted and the most
or overdose; of rising rents
vulnerable. Supporting
One Seattle means
and an inability to pay bills
small businesses, arts and
a
renewed
focus
on
or find housing; of climate
nightlife, childcare, youth,
impacts; of disillusioned youth
and mental health support,
good governance and
and residents who don’t feel
and emergency rental
tangible progress.
seen or heard.
assistance. We must get
federal and state resources
Last year tested us all as the pandemic required
out into the community as soon as we can
continued safety precautions, many employees
worked remotely, and SDCI permit volumes remained
Supporting small businesses is a means to create
strong.
equity in our city. Our work together must support
businesses owned and operated by women, veterans,
I want to thank all those of SDCI who continued
LGBTQ+ folks, and communities of color by improving
their in-person work whether it was construction
contracting and access to capital, cutting red tape,
inspections, public notice for new proposals, or code
and simplifying certification requirements.
enforcement investigations. Thank you all for your
service to the public.
Thank you for your efforts in 2021 to keep people
housed and allow for continued construction and
While 2021 amplified existing challenges for our
jobs to keep Seattle moving forward. Let’s keep
city, it also showed its promise and potential as we
finding more efficiencies in the permitting process
look ahead. Climate Pledge Arena, the first Netand supporting small businesses during recovery.
Zero certified arena in the world, was completed
in October 2021. This arena is transformational for
We can change the narrative in our city AND make
the Seattle Center campus and our city. Each Seattle
Seattle a better place for the people who call it home.
Storm or Kraken ticket includes a voucher to ride
Thank you. One Seattle.
transit to the arena. Improvements to the monorail,
bus service, and surrounding bike infrastructure
ensures Seattle can keep moving during events at the
arena.
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Permits
Permitting activity rebounded in 2021, despite the continuing economic uncertainty stemming from the
COVID-19 pandemic (and the associated shift to remote work), with over 9,500 building permit applications
valued at $4.4 billion, and over 8,900 issued building permits valued at about $3.9 billion. 2016-2021 have
been amongst the largest recorded intake volume and value totals in the last 20 years, even when adjusted for inflation. The $3.9 billion value of issued permits is an indication that construction activity continues
despite the COVID-19 pandemic, though not as strong as in the previous 4 years, with pent up demand of
applications in review. The combination of back-to-back years of extremely high volume and high value (i.e.,
project complexity) of applications, coupled with the “vesting rush” experienced ahead of the sliding adoption date(s) for the 2018 Construction Codes, continues to make it an ongoing challenge to consistently meet
our review and inspection targets. However, we are in the process of hiring additional review and inspection
staff who will be on-boarded and trained soon (during 2021) in order to help get the work accomplished efficiently and effectively. In 2021, we received 507 Master Use Permit applications. The net number of housing
units permitted also remained strong at 13,070 in 2021. The volume of electrical permits remained high, with
the number of applications in 2021 at over 23,000. Permitting also remained strong for boilers, conveyance
devices, mechanical equipment and systems, and side sewers. All of the permitting activity continued to keep
our construction inspection groups very busy. We conducted 99% of construction inspections within 24 hours
of receiving the inspection request and 98% of electrical inspections.
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Issued Permits
53,584 Total Permits Issued

$3,972,734,147
Value of Building
Applications

13,070

Net Housing Units
Issued

857

Mechanical Permits

1,363

Conveyance
Permits

Land Use
Permits

Value of Building
Permits Issued

8,037

Boiler Permits

582

$4 Billion

6,123

4,989

Side Sewer
Permits

5,7702

Refrigeration
Permits

Building
Permits

576

23,622

Sign Permits

Electrical Permits
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Mandatory Housing
Affordability

95

Units Committed

$75.5 million
Payment Collected
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Units are considered “committed”when the
related building permit is issued.
Funds are considered “collected” when the
related building permit is issued.

Mandatory Housing
Affordability

Seattle’s Mandatory Housing Affordability (MHA) requirements are in place for most multifamily and commercial zones throughout the city. As part of the implementation of MHA, these zones now allow taller buildings
and greater density. In turn, developers help increase Seattle’s supply of affordable housing by either contributing funds that the Office of Housing promptly awards for low-income housing development (payment option)
or by committing to include affordable housing units in their development (performance option).
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Code Compliance

The Code Compliance team helps resolve complaints
on community safety and quality-of-life issues
including landlord-tenant relations, conditions
in rental housing, construction without permits,
unauthorized uses, junk storage, illegal tree cutting,
vacant buildings and a range of other issues. The
volume of complaints and cases in 2021 increased
from 2020 but was still lower than pre-pandemic.
Total complaints were up 3% from 2019, though
landlord tenant contacts increased by about
17% and tree cutting complaints rose 22%. Code
Compliance continued its vacant building monitoring
program, finding 284 violations at vacant building
sites. The Code Compliance team continues to
promote its Renting in Seattle website and the
new, more readable version of the Information for

Tenants handbook. The Property Owner and Tenant
Assistance team also spent many hours working
with tenants, landlords, and renter organizations to
clarify the application of City and State regulations
and moratoriums on evictions. Properties registered
in the Rental Registration and Inspection Ordinance
(RRIO) program dropped to about 27,000,
perhaps due to noncompliance with registration
requirements. RRIO inspections were down (917
compared to 1038), again due to the pandemic.
Code Compliance also continued its program for
working with non-profit tenant services providers
and distributed approximately $1.5M to support
outreach, eviction defense, tenant education, and
other critical services.

Code Compliance is Shaping Seattle in 2021
In partnership with Seattle IT, SDCI released a new iteration of Shaping Seattle including the addition of two new
maps: Property & Building Complaints and Rental Housing Registrations. With user experience and transparency
at the forefront, SDCI reached out to Seattleites for feedback, ultimately enhancing the result to include clear
messaging and easy-to-navigate maps.

Property & Building Complaints

Rental Housing Registrations

This map displays active complaints and violations
and the actions taken by SDCI’s Code Compliance
division to help bring properties into compliance with
community standards. Complaints and violations
have a detailed page that outlines compliance tools
used by our inspectors. This expansion of Shaping
Seattle gives users the ability to follow the Code
Compliance enforcement process from complaint
through compliance across the city.

This map displays current Rental Registration and
Inspection Ordinance (RRIO) information including
registration and inspection status and violation
information related to rental property in Seattle.
Each registered property has a detailed page that
outlines basic information for compliance with the
RRIO program. This map enhances how the public
finds and tracks rental properties in their community.
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Complaint Types
Construction

1497

2021

2020

1620

316
386

Trees

963
1136

Housing
Noise

1066

1307

Landlord/
Tenant

2799

3285

50
64

Shoreline
Vacant
Buildings

607
556
1662
1706

Weeds
Zoning/
Land Use

2521
2567
266
172

Other (Null)
05

00

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

12,435 Total Complaints
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Households Receiving
Emergency Relocation
Assistance Based on
Housing Code Violations

116

Tenant Relocation
License Applications
13

66

Low-Income Households
Receiving Relocation
Assistance

Inspection

Despite the COVID pandemic the last two years,
the construction activity has been at “full throttle
ahead” for the SDCI Inspection Services division. The
building, electrical, mechanical and noise abatement,
site and sewer, boiler and pressure vessels, elevators
and escalators, and sign and billboard inspection
staff have been serving customers with in-person and
virtual inspections throughout 2021. The mandatory
inspections at needed stages of construction phases
have been performed on large commercial high-rise
projects, residential mixed-use projects, stadiums and
arenas projects, along with the multi-unit occupancy
structures, and small basement remodels and
alterations. The Engineering Services and Land Use
divisions continue to review and approve projects
at a high-volume rate. The number of permits

issued translates into inspection activity that must
be performed following the permit issuance. Such
inspection activity usually covers the following 18
months to 24 months of construction activity on
each of these permitted project sites.
SDCI Inspection Services, led by the building
inspection group, participated in a substantial push
for the occupancy of Climate Pledge Arena. Our
inspectors facilitated the new code requirement
of using special inspections for smoke control and
pressurization. They delivered a robust series of
milestones, collaborated with subject matter experts,
field engineers, and multiple testing agencies. The
Seattle Fire Department gave a full approval for
Certificate of Occupancy prior to the requested
Temporary Certificate of Occupancy, which is very
difficult to achieve.
Along the same line, SDCI Inspection Services
worked feverishly with the NHL owners to build the
Kraken practice facility at Northgate. This had to be
completed prior to the Climate Pledge Arena and had
an extremely accelerated schedule. We were able to
give a temporary certificate of occupancy on time.
Next door to the NHL practice facility at Northgate
is the current termination of Sound Transit’s North
Link light rail line. Rail service began in October with
the subsequent opening of all stations north of the
Husky Stadium Station. These projects have been
extremely challenging with the unique building
attributes and the shear number of permits to track
and finalize.
There was a total of 8756 residential units brought
online in 2021 which was a remarkable feat due to
working a full year in a pandemic. This number is in
line with an average of 9000 units brought online
each year since 2016. We are really proud of our
affordable housing project efforts creating better
opportunity for our community housing needs.
Hats off to our SDCI Inspections Services!
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Number of Inspection
Inspection
Team

In-Person
Inspections

Virtual
Inspections

Total
Inspections

Building

39516

3006

42522

Electrical

66743

15402

82145

Mechanical

33947

221

23168

181

0

181

37000

1425

38425

Boiler

4470

24

2294

Conveyance

4473

62

4535

Signs

1004

17

1021

Total

176334

20157

196491

Noise
Site

As we enter 2022, the SDCI inspectors will continue to run at “full speed ahead” to
continue to serve our residents and business owners of Seattle. The periodic inspections
work group, including boiler and pressure vessels and conveyance inspections, will
continue the planned growth and updates to our programs and business processes to
further improve customer service and inspection responsiveness. We continue to improve
upon our inspection techniques with emphasis upon learning new innovations in built
environment along with learned skills to manage our work through impacts of pandemic.
We believe in the purpose of SDCI, which is...

“Helping people build a safe, livable, and inclusive Seattle.”
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Organizational Strategy and
Support Division
New Continuous Improvement Team
SDCI has been pursuing continual organizational
improvements since 2015 starting with the Quality
Management System (QMS) that was focused primarily on
improving plan review quality and consistency. This body
of work was championed by consultants and one SDCI
staff member for many years. Building on QMS learnings,
SDCI is excited about the next evolution of this culture
shift with the creation of a new Continuous Improvement
(CI) team at the end of 2021.

access general coaching on permitting, zoning, and other
complex topics that require a synchronous conversation
with a real person. In December of 2021, SDCI quietly
launched a virtual Applicant Services Center. The pilot of
this virtual service has been well received by customers
with a sustained satisfaction rating hovering around 95%.
It has also been well received by the 100+ staff who are
excited to be able to serve customers remotely, allowing
for a future of hybrid work and better, more accessible
customer support. Planning is underway to transition out
The CI team provides a framework for consensus-based
of the pilot phase and into a full opening. Currently, this
problem-solving for SDCI, emphasizing the customer
offering includes chat, on-demand video coaching, and
voice, stakeholder collaboration, empathy, value creation,
the ability to send a question and get an email response,
and continually challenging the status quo. In other
all within one system. This modern customer support
words, the CI team is supporting SDCI to make things a
system will dramatically improve SDCI’s ability to optimize
little better every day. The CI team’s
customer care over time and
goal is to continue building a culture
will support data driven decision
SDCI appreciates all of our
of transparency, continuous discovery, customers who responded to
making and budget requests. For
and operational excellence while
example, once we fully open, we
surveys
and
participated
in
examining institutional and systemic
will be monitoring volumes to
usability research sessions.
oppression that BIPOC communities
determine if we need to request
face. By continually evaluating and
more staff to maintain acceptable
measuring the value SDCI provides to its customers, the
response times while also meeting permit processing
organization can better adapt to the changing needs of the
turnaround expectations.
City of Seattle. The CI team is currently leading complex
improvement projects while also providing training to
SDCI appreciates all of our customers who responded to
the organization to enable all SDCI teams to holistically
surveys and participated in usability research sessions.
evaluate and improve value for our customers.
You provided critical feedback that has allowed us to
improve the customer experience. Thank you!
The closure of in-person services at the Applicant Services
Center in March of 2020 made it difficult for customers to
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New Customer Experience Team
SDCI’s vision of a new Customer Experience (CX) team started taking shape at the end of 2021. Customer
experience is defined as the sum of all experiences a customer has with your organization. Since government
is often a sole-source service provider (e.g., there’s only one place to get a building permit, file a complaint, or
pay taxes), customer experience is even more important in the public sector than in other organizations. This
new team is the start of an organizational mindset and culture shift to ensure SDCI serves its customers better
by putting people at the center. The heart of this work is listening to our customers and then making their pain
points visible and actionable. We can’t solve what we can’t see. More and more of our lives are now lived online – even more so since the pandemic started – so a large part of this team’s work involves partnering with
Seattle IT to improve permitting systems and processes.

Electronic Plan Review (aka “Bluebeam”)
On January 10, 2022, SDCI kicked off a huge paradigm shift to complete the nearly 6-year-old initiative to
implement complete, electronic plan review by beginning to “write” code comments and corrections digitally
within an applicant’s drawing sets. The completion of this major technology initiative now has SDCI exercising
the same business process practices (but with a Seattle flavor) as other West Coast cities like San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Vancouver B.C., and our neighboring cities on the Eastside.

This early 2022 product launch and core business shift only happened because of the rapid milestone
and achievements that the Bluebeam Project Team racked up in 2021 which consisted of:

1

Designing a custom integration of
Bluebeam’s collaborative cloud
environment with SDCI’s Accelabased document control system.

3

Building a customized file sweep system that
integrated between SDCI’s network drive and
Accela’s permit documents tab.

5

Using MS Power Automate to create a MS Form-based,
help request center to triage and support staff in need of
software product help and to tack internally where request
trends indicated extra training was needed.

7

Completing all of the above for a department of nearly 500 between late February
2021 to January 10, 2022 – a little over 10 months and entirely orchestrated while
working remotely.
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2

Building staff-customized review discipline profiles
for 40 different review types across three SDCI
divisions and three non-SDCI departments that
review SDCI permits.

4

Implementing a “train the trainer”
model for training SDCI staff up for
early success in the transition.

6

Applying SDCI’s Race
and Social Justice Toolkit
to project design and
implementation decisions
at all steps along the way.

Department Highlights
Code Compliance is
making Seattle more
livable in 2021:

New Electrical Compliance
Inspection program
started in 2021

Code Compliance performed 68 building closures and
clean-ups in the city during 2021. These properties
represent the worst cases that SDCI sees, including
vacant buildings that are open to entry and those
that have a large amount of junk storage. SDCI
partners with the Parks Department’s Conservation
Corps to perform this important work and charges
the owners of the properties for the costs.

A new program to inspect for whether electrical
workers have the proper licensing started in 2021.
The inspector checks for compliance with state
license requirements and reports violations to Labor
and Industries for enforcement. The program has
been a success with Wayne Molesworth of State
Labor and Industries saying, “This has started out
to be a great relationship and the work has been
impactful. We’re impressed with the success of this
program and appreciative of the collaboration.”

Green Building
Meeting the City’s climate action goals and designing for energy reductions beyond the Seattle energy
code meant changes in 2021 for our green building incentives. All new construction projects using Priority
Green Expedited and meeting the Green Building Standard must use clean energy, using all-electric for
heating, water heating, and residential cooking. Despite the changes, Priority Green Expedited received 175
applications and saved an average time of four months from permit intake to issuance when compared to
projects that did not use Priority Green Expedited.
The Living Building Pilot program offers extra floor area and height in exchange for meeting aggressive energy
and water goals, and the Living Building Challenge Petal Certification continues to draw applicant interest.
Three pilot projects are nearing completion, and we are gaining insights from the innovative systems and
strategies used to meet the Living Building Challenge. Three more pilot projects are under construction and
another six are under permit review.
In 2022, we hope that our incentives retain the correct cost/benefit balance, and we continue to contribute
to meeting Seattle’s climate goals.
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Design Review
The Design Review Program continued the trajectory
established in 2020 by emergency legislation which
allowed us to convert in-person board meetings to
a virtual format. In total, the Design Review Board
reviewed 99 projects on the virtual platform in
2021. We were pleased to discover that meeting
attendees responded positively to the virtual format
and it improved accessibility compared to in-person
meetings. Additionally, staff performed a high
volume of internal reviews, including 65 Streamlined
Design Review and 103 Administrative Design Review
projects.
Virtual board meetings require extra preparation
from applicants, board members, and staff to
ensure smooth presentations and dialogue. We
diligently sought to improve efficiency for all groups
involved by automating the scheduling process,
refining technology checks, reducing the number
of coordination emails, and embracing additional
online resources curated to support each piece
of the process. We have set our sights on further
improvements including language translation,
additional automation, sharing via social media, and
graphics-based training which we hope to launch in
2022. SDCI hired a second designated technology
director to help facilitate the mechanics of these
meetings and to support this growing body of work.
SDCI staff additionally participated in a collaborative
effort to design and launch an online public
comment tool. This tool allows users to identify
project sites across the city, view resources including
the Land Use Code and directions for writing
effective comments, explore project files, and submit
comments on permits under review. This new tool
immediately uploads submitted public comments
to the project file, thereby eliminating the delays
associated with manual uploads.
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Contact SDCI
Applicant Services Center .................................................... 684-8850
Construction Permit Review ................................................ 684-8950
Code Compliance Division .................................................... 615-0808
General Department Information ........................................ 684-8600
Land Use Planners, Construction Inspections ......................... 684-8860
Licensing and Testing ........................................................... 684-5174
Microfilm Library .................................................................. 233-5180
Office of the Director ............................................................ 684-8899
Public Resource Center ........................................................ 684-8467
Rental Registration and Inspection Ordinance Helpline........ 684-4110
Side Sewer Program ............................................................. 684-8860
Site Development Services ................................................... 684-8860
Technical Code Development................................................ 233-3892
Renting in Seattle................................................................... 684-5700

www.seattle.gov/SDCI
SeattleSDCI

@seattleSDCI

buildingconnections.seattle.gov
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